
             

FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA MIDDLE CHAMPIONSHIP 

FUSINE LAGHI (UD) 

28/08/2022 

BULLETIN 2 

 

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: 

FISO Technical Delegate: Di Bert Paolo 

Race Director: Nardi Mauro 

Plotter: Liva Nicolò 

Controller: Sancin Federica 

Starting Responsible: Aldo Genuzio 

Arrival Responsible: Fulvio Lenarduzzi 

Secretariat: Elena Margiore 

Data Processing: Flavio Mattioni  

 

MEETING PLACE and SECRETARIAT: at the Upper Lake car park 46.473326643844416, 

13.670746337753577 

COMPETITION GROUND: The competition terrain is alpine, with stony areas. The forest is mixed, at 

times dense. The paths in some areas, even if wide, are not very visible because they are not very 

attended. 

MAP: Fusine Lakes update and homologation 2022, scale 1: 10.000 for categories M/W18, M35, 

M/W Élite and scale 1: 7.500 for all other categories, equidistance 5 m. The cards will be enveloped 

CATEGORIES: competitions classes are: 

MW12/MW14/MW16/MW18/MWE/MWB/MW35+/MW45+/MW55+/MW65+. 

Non agonistic categories: MW10/Beginners /Direct. 

For the MW10, Direct and Beginners categories, it is possible to register on the same day of the 

competition at the opening of the secretariat until all available places have been filled, by 10.00. 

 

REGISTRATION FEES: categories M/W-10, M/W-12, M/W-14, M/W-16, Beginners, Direct: € 7; all 

other categories: € 10. The payment of the registration fees must be made by bank transfer in favor 

of the FISO FVG Committee by 27.08.2022 on the IBAN: IT69U0548464890070570421021, with the 

reason "race of 28.08.2022 (... company ...)", sending a copy to the following email address: 

giodema2@icloud.com or presenting it to the secretariat on the day of the race. 

mailto:giodema2@icloud.com


 

STARTING: The first departure will take place at 10.30. The departure is about 10 minutes from the 

meeting point by feet, follow the signs with white/red tapes. The start is a delayed start, with point 

K at 40 meters.  

TIMING: The Sport-Ident electronic punching system will be used for all categories; the air function 

will be activated. It is mandatory to return the rented Sicards to the secretariat after the race! In 

case of loss or damage, a refund of 30 euros will be requested. 

POINTS DESCRIPTIONS: The description of the points is printed on the map; it will also be available 

at the start. 

MAP DEPOSIT: Maps will not be collected upon arrival; maximum far play is recommended.  

ARRIVAL: about 300 meters from the meeting point, competitors must go to the secretariat for 

unloading. 

AWARDS: As soon as possible after the race, approximately around 2.00 pm at the meeting point. 

The first three finishers in the youth, Beginners, and Élite categories, and the first in the other 

categories will be awarded. 

CATEGORIES AND PATH LENGHTS: 

                                       Length   Climb  

M10-W10              2,6 km    45 m   

ESO                           2,7 km    40 m 

M12-W12              3,1 km    45 m  

M14-W14-DIRECT 3,4 km    75 m 

M16-W16              3,8 km   110 m  

M18-W18              4,4 km   120 m  

W65                           3,2 km   75 m 

M65-W55              3,3 km   75 m  

M55-W45              3,6 km   80 m  

M45-W35              3,8 km   100 m 

WE-M35              4,6 km   130 m  

ME                           4,8 km   140 m   

 

 

ATTENTION 

• To make more evident a path marked on the map, but not very visible on the ground due to tall 

grass, the sections from the start to point 2 of the MW10 categories and the section from the start 

to point 1 for MW12 and Beginners categories were taped with white-red tape. 


